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Installation Instructions
Ice Flow Restrictor Installation Instructions

For all Servend dispensers equipped with a Rocking Chute
assembly (See Figure 1), an Ice flow restrictor (See Figure 2)
is now available. This ice flow restrictor decreases the amount
of ice allowed to enter the ice chute by blocking a small area
at the entrance of the dispenser chute. This in turn restricts
the flow of ice that is dispensed in to your cup.

Please refer to the instructions included with this bulletin for
installing the ice flow restrictor.

List prices may be subject to change without notification.
Please call your local parts distributor for current pricing be-
fore ordering.

Part # Description List  Price

5013822 ....... Kit Ice Flow Restrictor ..... $31.25

FIGURE 1 - ROCKING CHUTE

FIGURE 2 - ICE FLOW RESTRICTOR
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Installation Instructions
Proper Ice Flow Restrictor Installation

Incorrect Correct

1/4" 1/8"

In a continuous effort to improve our equipment Manitowoc Beverage Equipment has made a small change to
the M/MD/S/SV/SVi Ice Flow Restrictor Kit. This kit is now supplied with two 1/8" screws rather than the two 1/
4” screws previously used to secure the restrictor to the chute of the dispenser. This change was made to
assure the screws would not interfere with the movement of the rocking chute assembly.

This bulletin was also created to show technicians what a correctly bent ice flow restrictor will look like from
the factory. If the restrictor is bent incorrect it can be corrected by simply pinching with a pair of pliers until the
bent part is parallel with the main body of the restrictor. See example below.
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Installation Instructions
Ice Flow Restrictor Installation Instructions

1. Unplug the dispenser.

2. Remove merchandiser, rocking chute, rocking
chute door and door lock from the dispenser.

3. Remove the screws from the ice flow restrictor.

4. Slide the ice flow restrictor into the left side of
the   dispenser chute with the fold fitting over the
left side of the chute.

5. Firmly press the restrictor into the chute to bot-
tom out at the fold.

6. Replace setscrews on the left side of the restrictor,
indenting the tip of the screw into the side of the
plastic chute.

7. Replace the parts previously removed in step
number 2.

8. Plug the dispenser in.


